Hamilton Beach® 5-Quart Digital Air Fryer

Fast, Even Cooking – The large, 5-quart Hamilton Beach® Digital Air Fryer delivers fast, evenly cooked food with little to no oil needed. The adjustable thermostat ranges from 175°F to 400°F with a 60 minute auto shutoff timer. Choose from 8 convenient pre-sets including steak, chicken, shrimp, fish, pizza, french fries, baked goods or vegetables to get meals from kitchen to table quickly.

Same Great Foods, Less Fat – Enjoy the taste and crunch of fried foods without worrying about additional calories or oil. Designed for family-sized meals, this air fryer easily roasts a chicken up to 5 pounds. Frying, baking or reheating most fresh or frozen foods is easy with the touch of a button.

Classic Stainless Steel Exterior – The air fryer’s classic, stainless steel exterior will be sure to add flare to your countertop while complimenting your other kitchen appliances.

Easy Clean Up – Cleanup is a breeze with the nonstick basket. Easily separate the nonstick basket and cooking tank to handwash.

DETAILS

Product Name: Hamilton Beach® 5-Quart Digital Air Fryer
Model: 35075
MSRP: $119.99
Availability: Now
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